We show that the endomorphism ring of the minimal cogenerator over an Artinian duo ring is still an Artinian duo ring, and that an Artinian duo ring has self-duality if its Jacobson radical is a direct sum of colocal ideals.
Adapting Azumaya's exactness [3] to bimodules, Camillo, Fuller, and Haack [4] said that a bimodule that has a composition series whose composition factors are balanced is an exact bimodule and that a ring R is an exact ring in case the regular bimodule RRR is exact.
A bimodule is called left duo (right duo) in case each left (right) submodule is a two-sided submodule and it is called duo if it is both left and right duo. Clearly a bimodule RMS is duo if and only if Rx -xS for all x e M. A ring R is called left duo (right duo, or duo) in case the bimodule RRR is left duo (right duo, or duo). Habeb [7] observed that an Artinian duo ring is exact and conjectured that the endomorphism ring of its minimal cogenerator is still an Artinian duo ring.
In this paper Habeb's conjecture is proved, and moreover we show that an Artinian duo ring R has self-duality if the Jacobson radical J(R) of R is a direct sum of colocal ideals. In particular every Artinian duo ring with radical square zero has self-duality. These results provide further evidence for Azumaya's conjecture that exact Artinian rings have self-duality [3] .
A presentation of (Morita) duality and self-duality can be found in Anderson and Fuller [1, §23, §24] , or the original papers of Azumaya [2] and Morita [9] . The terminology and notations of [1] are freely used.
Courter where the second equality holds since there is an isomorphism (Rx)*s = x(Rx)*s given by / *-* (x)f, and the last equality holds since RES is right duo, xS < RES and c(RE) = c(E$). Thus it follows that Rx = xS .
Similarly we can prove (3) =*■ (-2), and (1) o (2) and (3) As Habeb [7] noted, an Artinian duo ring is a direct sum of local subrings. Let R be a local Artinian duo ring. Habeb [7] proved that if R/J(R) is noncommutative then R is uniserial, and that if J(R)2 = 0 then S = End(RE(R/J(R))) is a local Artinian duo ring with radical square zero. He conjectured that S is an Artinian duo ring without assuming J(R)2 = 0. The next result answers this conjecture positively. Theorem 2. If R is an Artinian duo ring with minimal cogenerator RE and S = End(RE), then RES is duo and S is an Artinian duo ring.
Proof. The hypothesis implies that the exact bimodule RES defines a duality and that R and S axe basic exact Artinian rings (see [3, 7] ). Then c(RE) = c(Es) and c(sS) = c(Ss) by [4 Theorem 3. If R is an Artinian duo ring such that J(R) is a direct sum of colocal ideals, then R has self-duality. Proof. Assume that R is local. Let RE = E(R/J(R)) and S = End(RE).
Then RES is duo and S is a local Artinian duo ring (Theorem 2). We need to
show R £ S .
Since J(R) is a direct sum of colocal ideals, it follows that Es/Soc(Es) is a direct sum of local submodules. So there are xx , ■ ■ ■ , xn e E such that E/Soc(Es) = eJ=1x,.S = ®"=lRxr License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use To show R = S, we only need to show that ¿(Im(/)) = lm(¿).
We shall show </»(Im(/)) ç Im(g) ; the other containment can be proved similarly. To do so, we show that for each r e R there is an s e S , such that rx, = x,s , for all /'.
Let r e R , and we define an s e S = End(Ä£) by s ■ E rixi ~ E rirxi • for E r»*.-eRE = T,Rxr Corollary 4. If R is an Artinian duo ring with J(R)2 = 0, then R has selfduality.
A ring R with ideal X and subring D such that X = 0 and R = D ® X is called a trivial extension (see [4] , for example) of D by X. The usual notation for this is R = D or. X. If DXD is a bimodule then one constructs such a ring from D x X with multiplication (a", ,xx)(d2 ,x2) = (dxd2 ,dxx2 + xxd2). All trivial extensions of commutative semisimple rings have self-duality (see [4, p. 51]), so recalling Habeb's observation that nonserial local Artinian duo rings are commutative modulo the radical, we conclude with an example showing that the rings of Theorem 3 need not be trivial extensions of commutative semisimple rings.
In [8] , Mano gave a local uniserial ring as follows: Let F be a field and let K = F(X) be the field of rational functions over F with formal derivative ( ) '. Put A=KxKxK as Abelian group. For (kx , k2, k^), (lx , l2, /3) e A , define (kx ,k2 ,k3)(lx ,l2 ,/3) = (kxlx ,kxl2 + k2lx ,kxl3 + k2l2 + k3lx +k[l2).
Then A is a noncommutative local uniserial ring of length 3 such that AjJ(A) is commutative.
Example 5. Let A be a local uniserial ring of length n > 2 with A/J(A)n~l commutative (e.g., the ring A given above). Let J = J(A) and R = A oc (J/J ). Then R is a local Artinian duo ring: Since A is a local uniserial ring, J = Ap = pA for some p e J\J2 and then 0^p = p + J2e J/J2. Let (a , bp) e R . If a e A \ J , then (a , bp) is a unit of R and R(a , b~p) = R = (a , b~p)R ; so let (ap , bp) e R , then for (c , dp) e R , we have Dischinger and Müller [6] and Waschbüsch [10] proved that Artinian serial rings (which are exact according to [3] ) have self-duality. The above example is not covered by this theorem, since it is not serial. However this example is a trivial extension of a serial ring.
